
Enhance your Retreat
1 to 1 private sessions with our super talented 

team



Liza Hamilton Smith
Wellness Manager

Liza is an energy worker who focuses on healing. As a reiki master her
energy channelling assists in emotional grounding, vibrational and
generational healing using crystals, specific hertz frequency attunements
and aromatherapy.

With over 20 years of experience in different fast consuming goods
industries within blue chip companies, Liza’s purpose is to bridge the gap
between the Corporate and the Holistic Wellness worlds. In her own
words: “My target is to help people create a balance between work and
health, and bring about an understanding regarding the importance of
developing and managing both”.



Liza Hamilton Smith
Reiki – Energy Cleanse & Quantum Healing

How can you manifest your goals and heal yourself at the same time? Reiki is a form of therapy relating to energy healing, it
focuses on the energy fields around the body and involves the channelling of the universal life force from the Reiki Master to the 
person receiving it. 

It can transmute energy, assist with stagnant energy pockets, raise vibration and unblock your potential. Reiki is a great tool to 
increase energy levels, enabling relaxation, relieving pain, speeding healing and reduce other symptoms of illness.



Liza Hamilton Smith
Vibrational Therapy – Sound Healing

Given that everything has a vibrational frequency, including ourselves, it makes sense that sound frequencies impact how we 
feel. That's why particular songs and types of music often bring about specific types of emotions from us. Through this sound
healing therapy session, we will use an ancient healing technique that works with tonal frequencies to bring the body into a 
state of vibrational balance and harmony.

In these sessions you will be guided through a meditation to connect to your body with the aid of Tibetan bowls that will attune
your higher self to the highest version of yourself, helping you to be more at ease and in harmony with your inner world.



Liza Hamilton Smith
Vibrational Therapy – Sound Healing

Liza delivers 5 focused therapies depending on your needs:
- Energy flow and balance: removal of energetical blockages for a better energetical flow to restore your body and mind
- Chakra clearing and alignment: focused on the chakras to remove stagnant energy or trapped emotions that are affecting 

your body on a physical level
- Energy and Emotions clearing: restores the natural energetical flow and removes trapped emotions lodged on the physical 

body
- Energy detox: are you feeling drained and exhausted all the time no mater what you do? Then this is the perfect session for 

you to restore your energetical and magnetic field to its natural state to reinvigorate body, mind and soul
- Body detox: the perfect detox aide to assist you in your weight loss journey



Liza Hamilton Smith
Tarot Reading – Overall questions and situation analysis, Career & Business, Relationships 

The Tarot is commonly used for divination, however, it is tremendously underestimated as it is a great tool to deliver messages 
and to show us the life lessons we are currently undergoing, have mastered or are yet to come. It gives great insight to improve
relationships, problem-solving, and goal planning through a self-help approach.

Are you looking for answers on what do you need to know right now? What messages do you need to hear at this moment? 
Explore your possibilities, revisit your life lessons and connect with your intuition to find answers that lie within regarding 
anything to do with love and relationships, career and business, to life paths.

During this session we will use The Tarot insights by setting an intention followed by a short meditation to connect to ourselves 
as well as to our guides and higher selves in order to bring about the best and highest good to find the answers we need to know
in this now moment.



Session Duration Cost AED
Reiki healing
Vibrational Therapy
Tarot Reading
Yin Yoga

60mins
60mins
45mins
60mins

550
600
350
350



Anna Petrovska
Wellness Coach

Anna focuses on three gateways to enter the “expanded consciousness”;
energy, movement and breath, which allows you to fully witness your
authenticity through radical self-acceptance. Compassion and care come
naturally to Anna and helps create a safe and sacred space for inner
strengthening, transformation, self-awareness and appreciation of the
beauty of your true self.

You will feel motivated, creative and supported in your personal 
transformative journey during your work with Anna.



Anna Petrovska
Somatic Transformation
When you experience something stressful , it takes a serious toll. Symptoms of post-traumatic stress can last for weeks, months, or even years after 
an event.

Somatic therapy is defined by its use of the connection between a person’s mind and involve:
-psychosomatic coaching
-powerful biodynamic breath work
-awareness of bodily sensations
-movement and bodywork.

As a guide and therapist , Anna is here to help you get out of the freeze response and discharge the adrenalin and chemicals that are keeping them 
stuck. This session helps you become resourced to handle the energy from the unresolved stressful memories and to allow the energy to be 
discharged.

This session will help you get access information not only at a cognitive level, but also at sensation, behavioural, imaginal and emotional levels.

You will experience personal freedom, acceptance and self-love by improving your awareness of the distinct and changing sensations in your body. As 
you become more familiar with your feelings, you can begin to recognize them as part of your integrated whole self. Recognizing yourself as whole –
the good and bad parts – is an integral part of self-love. As you cultivate self-love you learn to be less dependant on external forces (people, objects 
or circumstances) to supply meaning, balance, contentedness or happiness in our lives.

Give yourself permission to fling the doors open on the illusory cage which prevents you from living the life that you want and being who you really 
are. With grace take a step into your self-transformation and soul-renovation.



Anna Petrovska
Myofascial (Muscle~Fascia) Trigger Point Bodywork for stress release (ladies only) 

On this session Anna uses soft connective tissue manipulation which is a variety of techniques including gross or ‘cross-hand’ 
stretches, focused stretches, skin rolling, ‘windmill’ or J-stretches, fascial glide, deep 3-dimensional stretches, following fascia 
layers in their direction of ease, pulls, focused rebounding, shaking or rocking, tender point treatment and trigger point 
release. The Trigger Point therapy will accompanied by local fascial release, because if the fascia in the area of a trigger point 
has not been released, the trigger point is likely to return.

Skin-to-skin contact is vital not only for mental and emotional health but physical health, too. One of the biggest things this 
session can do for you is reduce such stress, allowing the immune system to work the way it should. Also calm certain bodily 
functions such as your heart rate and blood pressure. It does so by stimulating pressure receptors that transport signals to the
vagus nerve.

This Bodywork will activate your body natural abilities to self-healing and you will discover new level of awareness which will 
help to you transform your belief system.



Anna Petrovska
Tuning Fork Sound Therapy
Vibrational Therapy is based on the principle that everything in the Universe is made of vibration. It is an energy form that is
held together by sound and vibration.

Like a well-tuned musical instrument, the body is a rhythmic, harmonious form unless its vibratory field is disrupted. Disease 
can indicate we have gone out of tune or that the vibrational rate of the body has lost its rhythm.

Tuning Fork Therapy is based on the principles of sound healing and the knowledge of acupressure points, it assists with:
• promoting the flow of energy in the body
• relaxing muscular tension
• stimulating the body healing process
• reducing joins pain and swelling
• promoting good sleep

During this therapeutic session Anna using calibrated metal tuning forks to apply specific vibrations to different parts of the 
body. When tuning forks are placed on specific acupressure points they access the innate wisdom of the complete being (body, 
mind & soul) to release tension and energy, and promote as well emotional balance.



Anna Petrovska
Healing Touch and Energy Balance (ladies only)
As Humans we are made to be touched. From birth until the day we die, our need for physical contact remains. Our bodies 
are designed to respond to touch, and not just to sense the environment around us. We actually have a network of 
dedicated nerve fibers in our skin that detect and emotionally respond to the touch of another person — affirming our 
relationships, our social connections and even our sense of self.

The benefits of touch that we are missing out on are not just emotional and social but also physical; it can reduce pain and 
stress as well as giving us a general feeling of wellbeing.

Healing Touch Therapy is a deeply nurturing therapeutic treatment to calm, soothe and heal, your body, your mind and your 
soul.

This session incorporates traditional:
-Marma Point Accuprusere for energy flow activation
-Ayurvedic Aromatherapy for your body type
-Crystals Therapy for Chakra Balancing.
-Hot Stones Therapy for abdomen

Anna will work with your chakras to bring your mind in alignment, nourish your soul and nurture your body. This treatment 
is deeply healing from outside in.



Session Duration Cost AED
Tuning Fork Sound 
Therapy

60mins 500

Myofascial Bodywork 
(ladies only)

60mins
90mins

500
700

Somatic Transformation 120mins 900
Energy Balance
(ladies only)

60mins*
90mins*

500
700

*60min Ayurvedic Marma Point with aromatherapy
*90min Treatment with hot stones & Tao abdomen



Gabby Pravdova
Certified Body Worker and Yoga Teacher (YTT 200h)

For Gabby ”movement” means “life”. She strives to move (and live)
mindfully and to bring that into each one of her sessions.

She recognizes that as humans we tend to fall into the same habitual
patterns of moving , thinking and feeling. In her classes she aims to offer
the body, the mind and the soul a different option – a different
perspective on movement , on thoughts and on emotions.

Gabby’s zen energy is instantly relaxing and empowering, after her
sessions you will feel lighter, happier and more in-tune with your inner
self.



Gabby Pravdova
Breathwork and Meditation
Breathwork and Meditation sessions comprise of a sequence of breathing techniques which are facilitated for radical 
improvements on mental mental, physical, and spiritual well-being. During breathwork you intentionally change your breathing 
pattern, and thus purifying and calming the mind.

Breathwork supports us with facing challenges and daily obstacles. It can radically reduce stress and release us from the burden
of internal blockages, trauma, conflicts and grief. whilst creating empowering emotions and feelings of gratitude, compassion, 
connection, love, clarity and unity.



Gabby Pravdova
Traditional Yoga 
The development of Traditional Yoga can be traced back to many thousands of years ago. This science is a holistic tool for 
wellbeing, and enables us to live our most authentic life.

Traditional Yoga essentially is an authentic and time honoured holistic system of personal, physical and spiritual wellness 
focusing on a diverse unification of the various parts or the body including beyond our physiology. 

Yoga offers physical and mental health benefits for people of all ages. It is accessible for all, including those recovering from 
surgery and chronic conditions Yoga therapy can become an integral part of your treatment and generate efficiency in your 
healing.

We offer various themes of Traditional Yoga including Hatha Yoga, Kundalini Yoga and Kriya Yoga which each offer profound 
benefits to varying degrees dependent upon the level of intensity or relaxation one is looking for in their session. This can be
discussed and subsequently tailored with the Yoga Instructor accordingly.



Session Duration Cost AED
Breathwork/
Meditation
Traditional Yoga

60mins

60mins

350

350



Session Duration Cost AED
Full Body Massage 60/90 mins 350/490
Head, Neck & 
Shoulder Massage

60mins 350

Foot Massage 60mins 490

Massage by Karen 




